
180. Veranda post of enthroned king and senior wife (Opo Ogoga) 

Olowe of Ise (Yorbu peoples). c. 1910-1914 C.E. Wood and pigment 

 Video at Khan Academy https://www.khanacademy.org/test-prep/ap-art-history/africa-

ap/v/olowe-veranda 

 Article: http://www.artic.edu/aic/collections/artwork/102611 

 This veranda post is one of four sculpted for the palace at Ikere by the renowned Yoruba artist Olowe of Ise. It is considered 

among the artist's masterpieces for the way it embodies his unique style, including the interrelationship of figures, their 

exaggerated proportions, and the open space between them 
 Content:  

o While the king is the focal point, his portrayal suggests a ruler's dependence on others. 
o  The stately female figure behind the king represents his senior wife. Her large scale and pose, with hands on the 

king's throne, underscore her importance. 
  She had the critical role of placing  the power-invested crown on the king's head during his coronation.  
 Moreover, the senior wife used political acumen and spiritual knowledge to protect the king's interests during 

his reign.  
o The small figures at the king's feet represent a junior wife, the flute-playing trickster-god Esu, and a fan bearer, now 

missing. 
 Olowe “became an emese or messenger of the arinjale, or king of Ise, and for many years, until his death in 1938, he had 

great fame in the area as a carver of architectural sculptures such as doors and veranda posts 

 Form:  
o Olowe was a master of composition; he had what in Yoruba is called ojuona, or design consciousness.  
o This term refers to the artist’s sensitivity to form and to the relationship of form to subject. In the artistry of Olowe, 

surface ornamentation complements formal properties.  
o The scale and boldness of Olowe’s figures permitted him to carve elaborate hairstyles, to incise in intricate decorative 

patterning on the bodies, and to depict multiple strands of waist beads without diverting attention from the sculptural 

subject 
o Olowe’s skill as an artist reveals itself in his sensitivity to composition, for despite the openness of the sculpture of the 

king and queen, the clear separation of the figures,  
o the sculptor succeeded in relating them to one another in a hieratic format. 
o  In this work a diagonal line intersects the vertical, relating the royal couple to one another. For example, the line of 

the queen’s jaw is picked up in the tail of the bird, forming a graceful curve with its counterpoint in the bird’s bill as it 

touches the crown. The diagonal line of the queen’s breasts continues in the jaw line of the king and is repeated in 

the lower arms of the king and queen. The pattern of the layer of beads around the queen’s wrist is reiterated in the 

beaded pattern on the crown. Through these visual associations of line and pattern, Olowe conveyed to the viewer 

the couple’s intimate relationship 
 Of the three veranda posts commissioned, this one—the central post of the outer courtyard of the palace of Ise—is the most 

important and astonishing. It was the focal point of attention 
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